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WELCOME TO YEAR 1 

 
Welcome to Year 1! Having moved out of EYFS, this is your son’s first year in Key Stage 1. Our 

focus is for the boys to gain fluency and understanding in their reading, to write more 

confidently when describing events, and to continue to work on their grasp of number bonds 

and sequencing. There is also a greater focus on topic work. In Year 1 the boys will have 

reading and spelling activities during the week. 

 

Pupils will be taught by their form tutor for most of the subjects, although we do continue to 

move the boys around the school as they did in EYFS, and they will have specialist teachers 

for some of their subjects. The form tutor will always be the focal point for their pastoral care. 

There will be a slightly greater emphasis on organisation in Year 1, and the boys will be given 

more responsibility in a number of different ways. Our curriculum aims are: 

 

● To encourage the boys to make the best possible progress in every subject 

● To promote an enjoyment of and commitment to learning 

● To provide a secure basis for future education, equipping the boys with all the 

necessary skills they will need  

 

Our learning cloud emphasises the expectations for all of our pupils. These are known as the 

Claires Court Essentials. 

 
 

We ensure that parents are well informed about their son’s progress in school. We send home 

two comprehensive reports each year, one in December at the end of the Autumn Term, 

and one at the end of the academic year in July. Parents will be invited to a Parents Evening 

every term, as well as a Workshare in March where pupils display their efforts to their parents. 

There are also Curriculum Meetings, year group presentations, summer assessment feedback 

information…...or as many parents do, at the end of each day just having an informal chat in 

the playground with your son’s teacher.  

 

ASSESSMENTS 

Assessments take the form of September InCAS testing which informs staff of a pupil’s 

developed ability, and specific details of the core subjects which allows them to plan for 

each pupil accordingly. There is also PTE and PTM (Progress in English and Maths) testing at 

the end of the year to assess progress levels, as well as subject specific end of unit tests 

throughout the year. Positive feedback is essential for pupils to feel that they are achieving 

and so that they can correct mistakes with confidence - work produced is marked swiftly and 

both verbal and written feedback enables every pupil to consistently make progress.  



DIGITAL LEARNING 

The boys will have plenty of opportunities to work on our Chromebooks, and these have 

become a wonderful I.T. resource that opens up a vast array of learning possibilities and new 

ways for the pupils to express their work in virtually every subject. By introducing a discrete 

handwriting lesson every week as well, boys will not lose their fundamental skills and will 

experience the value in presenting their work neatly and with pride. 

 

READING AND SPELLING 

Reading is the core of everything that we do at Claires Court Junior Boys. Pupils will still be 

heard to read in Year 1 everyday, but they will also be encouraged to be ‘free readers’ at 

home as well. It is here that parents can play such an important part in helping their son to 

understand what he is reading, enjoy what he is reading, and then sometimes question what 

he is reading. This is where an understanding of what is being read is so much more crucial 

than simply decoding words. Similarly, when learning spellings, pupils’ are not merely 

expected to learn the words, there is far more emphasis at school placed on learning the 

patterns in the words. This will help the boys apply their spellings to sentences in writing.  

 

HOMEWORK 

I do not believe in setting homework for the weekend or during holidays, our pupils need their 

‘down’ time and a chance to relax with their families. Homework should reinforce the basic 

concepts learnt in class and allow pupils to learn the routines of working independently away 

from the school environment, a vital skill in preparing for Secondary education.  

 

HOW DO WE CHALLENGE EVERY PUPIL? 

One of the main focuses of our curriculum is to ensure that we challenge all of our pupils at 

their appropriate level. As a mixed ability school, we differentiate our work in class for the 

individual so that everyone is given the chance to fulfil their potential and succeed. By 

building confidence in our boys, by encouraging and nurturing them, and by reassuring them 

that making mistakes is part of a learning pattern, we aim to grow a sense of resilience in 

them and in how they approach every task. Through a range of activities and pedagogies 

which include metacognition, exploratory and investigative problem solving, peer teaching 

and learning, higher order and specific questioning, the breaking down of academic 

concepts into appropriate and manageable parts, we are able to support and extend all 

abilities both in and out of the classroom. 

 

Above all, I firmly believe that the most important element of school is that the boys are 

happy, feel safe and secure in their learning environment, and feel valued as a member of 

the school community. This will always be my aim as the Headteacher. 

 

 
 

Dean Richards, Head of Junior Boys 

September 2018 

  



FORGET-ME-NOTT GARDEN 
 

Throughout the academic year, Year 1 boys will be responsible for maintaining their own 

garden. This will involve choosing what they wish to grow and learning how to be a green 

warrior. 
 

PROBLEM SOLVING WEEK 
 

During the summer term the whole school will participate in a ‘Problem Solving Week’. Year 1 

will be doing a variety of curriculum based practical activities to encourage team building, 

creativity and communication skills. 
 

ENGLISH 

 
English is taught each day focusing on reading, writing, speaking and listening. Reading and 
comprehension skills are continually developed through individual reading and guided 

reading. A variety of fiction and non-fiction texts are used to encourage independent writing, 

both imaginative and factual. The boys will learn how words can combine to make 

sentences and then sequence these sentences to form short narratives. They will concentrate 

on separating words with spaces and using capital letters and full stops to demarcate 

sentences. We encourage boys to become confident speakers and to listen to each other 

through class discussions, by working collaboratively and regular drama lessons. 

 

 Can I express an opinion on familiar subjects? 

 Can I use rhyme to create rhymes and poem? 

 Can I show understanding of what I have heard by asking questions? 

 Can I contribute to conversations and respond to others? 

 Can I talk about features of books such as contents page and titles? 

 Can I recognise and use an increasing number of phonemes and graphemes when 

blending? 

 Can I sequence and write instructions for an activity? 

 Can I use phonic strategies to decode words? 

 Can I recognise sounds and letter names? 

 Am I able to write short poems with rhyming words and understand acrostic poems? 

 Can I read suitable texts with accuracy and fluency? 

 Can I read aloud with attention to full stops, question marks and expression? 

 Can I look for clues in the text to understand information? 

 Can I retell events from a narrative in the right order? 

 Can I recall details from information texts and different sources? 

 Can I use prediction in stories? 

 Am I able to retell a story in words and through writing? 

 Can I communicate purposefully in writing? 

 Can I write words, phrases and simple sentences and read back my own work? 

 Am I able to write in cursive script? 

 Can I reflect and recount details of my day trips? 

 Can I recognise uppercase and lowercase letters? 

 Am I able to use capital letters and full stops with some degree of consistency? 

 Am I able to use spelling support such as using a word book? 

 Can I spell high frequency words correctly? 

 Am I able to present my work in cursive script? 

 Am I able to write a letter? 
 

 

 



MATHEMATICS 

 
Mathematics is an interconnected discipline where skills are learned and practised either as 

individual concepts or through using and applying a group of skills. This means that although 

key objectives are set out termly, our philosophy as a school is to continually teach objectives 

and skills throughout the year so that the boys are fluent in the fundamentals of Mathematics. 
 

 Can I count to and interpret numbers to 100? 

 Can I identify “one more” and “one less”? 

 Am I able to name and order days of the week? 

 Can I measure using non-standard units? 

 Can I read, write, count and order numbers up to 100? 

 Am I able to use near doubles and doubles to 10? 

 Am I able to explain the difference between odd and even numbers? 

 Can I make number sentences using symbols for addition and subtraction? 

 Can I represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20? 

 Am I able to recognise and know the value of all notes and coins? 

 Am I able to use mathematical language to describe 2D/3D shapes and their 

properties? 

 Can I use simple graphs to interpret data? 

 Am I able to use a balance to weigh objects? 

 Can I problem solve to 100? 

 Am I able to recall number bonds 1-20? 

 Am I able to divide shapes into fractions using halves and quarters? 

 Can I describe direction using turns? 

 Am I able to tell the time on an analogue and digital clock, including 1hr/2hrs 

before/after? 

 Can I choose appropriate measures? 

 

In addition to the English and Mathematics the following curriculum skills are taught during 

the year. These are delivered through a variety of topics such as: Seasonal Festivals, 

Dinosaurs, Sea-life etc. The pupils will also have an opportunity to practise the skills gained 

elsewhere in the curriculum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD 

 
 Can I identify my local area? 

 Am I able to explore an atlas or globe? 

 Can I use a map to find where places are and understand how places relate to other 

places? 

 Can I recognise differences in my own locality and in different parts of the world? 

 Am I aware of natural features and human features in my local environment? 

 Do I understand how our way of life has changed over time and how human 

achievements and physical processes have shaped the world? 

 Can I recognise how actions improve or damage the environment? 

 Can I use a range of historical sources such as artifacts and buildings? 

 

 Can I show my understanding of the main parts of the human body and plants? 

 Do I understand how to keep myself healthy? 

 Am I able to understand that there are many kinds and sources of sound? 

 Do I understand that light comes in a variety of sources? 

 Can I learn about the senses that humans and animals have and how they use them 

to be aware of the world around them? 

 Can I investigate the structure and variety of different animals and plants in the local 

area? 

 Can I explain the effects of the different seasons on some animals and plants? 

 

 Can I sequence events? 

 Can I keep a record of observations I have made? 

 Can I describe something I have found out and offer a simple explanation? 

 

EXPRESSIVE ARTS 

 
 Am I able to make choices when choosing materials? 

 Can I explore common materials and use them to construct a variety of items? 

 Can I design and make simple products? 

 Am I able to demonstrate designs by different artists? 

 Can I reflect on my own and others work?  

 Can I create my own images and objects that communicate and express my ideas, 

feelings and memories creatively? 

 Am I able to use a variety of tools for experimentation and problem solving?  

 Can I express ideas and feelings creatively? 

 

R.S/PSHE 

 
 Can I communicate what is right and wrong, good and bad, fair and unfair? 

 Can I identify similarities and differences between myself and other children? 

 Am I able to show respect during circle time and express my own feelings? 

 Can I communicate and reflect on the decisions made in stories, situations or 

personally? 

 Can I use stories to raise questions about why some things are special? 

 Can I research cultural festivals? 

 Am I able to relate, understand and respect other cultures? 

 

 

 

 



FRENCH 

 
In Year 1 the boys have one French lesson a week. 

At this stage, the pupils concentrate on the fun aspect of conversational French with lessons 

covering the following themes: 

 

AUTUMN TERM 

Revision and consolidation of oral skills acquired in Reception, songs and action rhymes 

 Can I respond to a simple command? 

 Can I count? 

 Can I understand what the teacher says and repeat it? 

 

LENT TERM 

Introduction of easy, basic written words, role-plays 
 Can I recognize some written words? 

 Can I read them back? 

 Can I speak confidently and with a good accent? 

 

SUMMER TERM 

Development of speaking skills, forms of politeness, parts of the face, pets 

 Can I remember words learnt a little while ago? 

 Can I make short sentences independently? 

 Can I communicate with others? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MUSIC 
 

The Music scheme of work for Year 1 gives pupils opportunities to develop skills in listening, 

appraising, playing percussion instruments, singing and performing. 

 

During the year, pupils will investigate their singing voice and develop their aural memory as 

well as listening and physical skills. Using un-tuned percussion they will explore pulse/rhythm 

and discover how pitch can be changed.  Throughout there is a great deal of group 

percussion and singing work focusing on pulse and rhythm. 

 

Performance skills are emphasized, particularly in singing, and all pupils develop skills in 

learning material for concerts/productions at Harvest Festival, Christmas and end of year 

concerts. 

 

AUTUMN TERM 

 Can I sing a song from memory? 

 Can I recognise different sound sources? 

 Can I explore and control instrumental sounds? 

 Can I make long and short sounds on un-tuned percussion? 

 Do I work as part of a team in a production/performance? 

 

LENT TERM 

 Can I sing a solo in front of my class? 

 Can I tell the difference between pulse and rhythm? 

 Can I respond to a changing speed? 

 Can I control pitch by moving higher or lower and sustaining a note? 

 Can I relate sounds to graphic symbols? 

 

SUMMER TERM 

 Can I sing and perform actions to match the speed/tempo? 

 Do I know the different ways instruments make sounds? 

 Can I respond to sounds using movement? 

 Can I use sounds descriptively? 

 Do I contribute to class compositions that use simple structures and combine layers of 

sound? 

 

ICT 

 
AUTUMN TERM 

 Can I type my name using the keyboard? 

 Can I log on and off the computer independently? 

 Am I able to use programs such as 2Simple and Simple City? 

 

LENT TERM 

 Am I able to understand how and why we use search engines? 

 Can I research famous people from the past? 

 Can I use coding? 

 Can I use the internet? 

 

SUMMER TERM 

 Am I able to understand how and why I need to keep safe online? 

 Am I able to use various websites? 

 

 



PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 
AUTUMN TERM 

Target Games/Invasion Games 

 Can I successfully find space and move into that space without bumping into people 

or objects? 

 In a game e.g. stuck in the mud, can I move around an area finding space so that I 

don't get caught?  

 Can I catch a tennis ball or object thrown at me by a partner? 

 Can I throw a tennis ball or object accurately to a partner? 

 Can I complete a successful throw and catch in a game or match situation? 

 

LENT TERM 

Gymnastics/Striking & Fielding 

 Can I complete a range of different roles? 

 Can I hold a basic balance or body shape for 5 seconds? 

 Can I move across an area in different ways? 

 Can I hit a moving tennis ball or object using a range of different striking equipment 

e.g. tennis racket? 

 Can I stop a moving tennis ball or object using my body? 

 

SUMMER TERM 

Athletics/Racket Skills 

 Can I jump swinging my arms, bending my knees, looking up, and landing on the balls 

of my feet?  

 Can I run correctly on an athletics track staying in my lane? 

 Can I run in a lane and pass a baton to the next person in a relay?  

 Can I hit a tennis ball or shuttle cock successfully with a tennis or badminton racket in 

the air to myself?  

 Can I hit a tennis ball or shuttle cock over a short tennis or badminton net towards a 

target? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GAMES 

 
AUTUMN TERM 

Rugby 

 Can I perform basic fundamental rugby handling skills? 

 Am I able to pass the ball using the lateral technique? 

 Can I score a try by applying downward pressure on the ball? 

 Am I able to successfully move with the ball? 

 Am I able to tackle an opponent using the touch tackle technique? 

 Am I able to work successfully with a partner or small group? 

 

LENT TERM 

Football 

 Am I able to control a moving ball using the correct foot and movement techniques? 

 Am I able to apply pressure to a stationary ball using the correct passing techniques? 

 Am I able to pass a ball accurately? 

 Am I able to strike a ball towards a target? 

 Can I shadow an opponent in a controlled area? 

 Do I hold the basic fundamental football skills? 

 

SUMMER TERM 

Cricket 

 Can I use a range of skills, e.g. throwing, striking, intercepting and stopping a ball, with 

some control and accuracy? 

 Can I throw a ball well using the correct technique? 

 Can I stop the ball while fielding using the long barrier technique?  

 Can I complete the basic bowling action without throwing?  

 Can I hit the ball when it is under arm thrown at me using a cricket bat?  

 Can I catch the ball when it is struck from a batsman?  

 Can I listen and understand coaching points? 

 

SWIMMING 

 
At Claires Court we feel that swimming is a very important life skill and should be accessed by 

everyone. All pupils will receive a swimming lesson every week taught by a qualified 

instructor. 

 

AUTUMN TERM 

 Do I know the pool’s safety rules? 

 Do I know how to breathe correctly in the water? 

 Can I spider-walk alongside the pool? 

 Am I able to move around the pool using the water-resistance and my buoyancy? 

 

LENT TERM 

 Can I kick across the pool front and back using floats? 

 Can I perform a push and glide front and back? 

 Can I jump into the deep end and swim back to the side with and without goggles? 

 Can I swim 3 - 5 metres on front and back? 

 

SUMMER TERM 

 Am I able to dive down and pick up an object from the floor? 

 Can I demonstrate breaststroke leg-action? 

 Can I perform a sitting dive? 

 Can I swim using various floats? 
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Claires Court Junior Boys
Ridgeway, The Thicket, Maidenhead, SL6 3QE 

Tel: 01628 327400
www.clairescourt.com

*this booklet is correct at the time of going to print and details may be subject to change 06/18.




